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Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. A purely inseparable 
covering of exponent 1 of the affine plane A2 l - .  Spec k[u, v], or affine Zariski 
surface, is a normal affine surface X:= Spec A such that 
with 
kb, 01 $A 5 kk VI 
u =xp, v =yp. 
J. Lang [ 181 has shown that if char(k) = 2, then A := k[u, v, (uv + 1)x+ vy] is a 
regular, factorial, irrational k-algebra, and we will show that this is true, in fact, 
for arbitrary p>O. These examples uggest hat affine Zariski surfaces have a rich 
geometry to be studied. One should contrast this with the situation when A c k[x, y] 
is an affine, regular k-algebra such that k[x, y] is generically separable over A. It 
is known that then A is a polynomial ring over k if A is factorial (see Fujita [2] and 
Miyanishi-Sugie [ 111, also Kambayashi [7] and Russell [ 141) or if char k = 0 and 
k[x, y] is finite over A (see Gurjar [4] and Miyanishi (lo]). 
The main tools and facts we use, or develop, in our present study of affine Zariski 
surfaces X= SpecA are as follows: 
(1) A is the invariant subring of k[x, y] with respect o a k-derivation S. 
(2) The divisor class group Cl(A) of A is a finite direct sum of cyclic groups of 
order p. It can be studied by the method of purely inseparable descent of Samuel 
[17], and a bound on the order given in terms of the coefficients of 6. Similar results 
have been obtained by J. Lang. 
(3) The resolution of singularities of X is, in many cases, analogous to the resolu- 
tion of p-cyclic quotient singularities over fields of characteristic 0 (see Fujiki [l] 
and Hirzebruch [5]). 
(4) Fibrations of X such as that induced by the inclusion k 
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closed points that are rational curves with, in general, movable singularities. The 
generic curve of the fibration (whose function field is a ‘form’ of the rational func- 
tion field in one variable over k) is useful in determining eometric properties of X, 
and it is possibie to relate Cl(A) to the rational points of its Picard variety. 
We make use of (2), (3) and (4) to investigate in detail the surfaces X= SpecA 
if A if A is as in Lang’s example and char(k) =p arbitrary, or if char(k)= 2 and 
A = k[u, u, (a(u)u + 1)x-f V_Y] with a(u) E k[u] - k[u2]. 
(5) By a theorem of Ganong [3], A = kt2] (the polynomial ring in two variables 
over k) if and only if A = k[x, yp] for suitably chosen (x, y). This provides very 
strong necessay conditions on 6 for A to be isomorphic to kt2], and it is almost 
trivial to see that this is not the case, for instance, if A is as in Lang’s example. i 
(6) Using a method of [ 151 to find field generators in k[x, y] and k[x, yp], we 
give a simple geometric onstruction to show that A can be rational, regular and 
factorial, but still A # k[‘]. 
The authors would like to acknowledge numerous timulating conversations with 
R. Ganong on the subject matter of this paper. They also would like to thank 
J. Lang for communicating to them the present improved version of Lemma 1.6. 
1. Generalities 
1.1. Let A be a normal k-subalgebra of k[x, y] such that k[xp, y”] c A and the 
quotient field K := Q(A) is an extension of k(x”, _yP) of degree p. Then there exists 
a k-derivation 6’ of k(x, y) such that S’# 0, 6’” = a’& with a% k(x, y), and 
(cf. Jacobson [4; Vol. 3, lV.81). Moreover, K determines 6’ up to a non-zero factor 
in k(x, y). Hence there exists SE k(x, y), unique up to a non-zero factor in k, such 
that 
Lt,hcrc f,, _fr, E kit-, y], GCD( fi, f2) r= 1 and A’= k(s, y)” = k(x, _Y)“‘. Since A is normal, 
\fc’ have 
‘-3 = kjx, ,r,15 = k’i-3 k[x, y]. 
Conversely, if S’ is a .nJn-zero k-derivation of k(x, y) such that &rl’=&Y with 
a% k(x, y), then K := k(.r, y)“’ is a purely inseparable extension of k(xp, yp) of 
degree p, and A : = k[x, y] (1K is a normal k-subalgebra of k[x, y] containing 
Q-u”, _F]. Note that by the chain rule the derivation 6 is independent of the choice 
of coordinates A-, _Y (and hence depends only on the ring k[x, y]) up to a non-zero 
c’on~tant in k. 
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1.2. We recall the following result of Ganong (31. 
Theorem. (1) Let A be a k-subalgebra of k[x, y] such that A > k[xp, yp] and 
[Q(A) : k(xp, yp )] = p. Assume that A is a polynomial ring over k. Then there exist 
elements &q of k[q y] such that k[<, q] = k[x, y] and A = k[&, q*]. 
(2) Let A be a reglar local k-subalgebra of k[[x, y]] such that A 3 k[ [xp, yp]] and 
[Q(A) : k((xp, up))] =p. Then there exist eIements r, q of kf[x, y]] such that 
kK rlll = kI[x, Yll and A = wr, rtpll* 
We also make the following conjecture. 
Conjecture. Let K be a k-rational subfield of k(x, y) such that K > k(xp, yp) and 
[K: k(xp, yp)] =p. Then there exist elements {, q E k(x, y) such that k(<, q) = k(x, y) 
and K = k(r, qp). 
1.3. Write the derivation 6 in the form (1) above. Let I(S) be the ideal of k[x, y] 
generated by fi and f2. Then we have the following (see also 1121, Cor. to Thm. 
1 and Cor. to Thm. 4): 
Lemma. A is regular if and only if I(6) = k[x, y]. 
Proof. Let P:= (x= cr, y =/I) be a k-closed point of Spec(k[x, y]), let f’ : = rp be the 
local ring at P, and let /; be the completion of (7 with respect o the maximal ideal 
. //. Let 0 : = (* n K and let 6 be the completion of o with respect o the maximal ideal 
In : = . ff n o. Note that o is the lcral ring of Spec(A) at the closed point A rt tn. 1 t is 
clear that the derivation 6 is exrtnded naturally to derivations of f* and /‘, which 
we denote by the same letter 6, and that o = @ and 6 = (t;)“. Clearly, it suffices to 
show that 6 is regular if and only if I(&(;= f’ for every closed point P of 
Spec(k[x, y]), and, for this purpose, we may assume that cy = B= 0. Suppose I(& c . IT 
and 13 is regular. Then we can find a regular system of parameters (r, q) of /’ such 
that o = k[[<, qp]] and S(r) = 0 (cf. 1.2). Since S(c) = 0, we have 
Since k[[& q]] = k([x, y]], we can express 5 as follows: 
Then we have 
f, (a + e.,) =f2(P + qv)* 
Assume that a #O. Then fi = f@ + Q_J -(a + e,)- ', which implies that I(S)f ’ has a 
prime divisor of height 1. This implies that I(S){. as a prime divisor 
ence, if I(S) G q #, 6 is not 
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regular. This proves the ‘only if’ part of our assertion. We shall prove the ‘if’ part. 
We may assume that fi E 8:. Let 
6 ‘.- .--&-fil*f$ 
Since 6 = (ri)* = (@‘, we know that (tY)p=a’tY with 4’~ Q(d). Since 6’(x) = 1 and 
(C)P(x) =0, we have a’ = 0. Then it is well-known that 6 = ( 6)b’ is regular (cf. 
Seshiadri [lo]). Cl 
1.4. Write K = k(xp, yp, w/(p), where cp, ry E k[x, y], GCD(q, t& = 1, and q~ and w 
have no irreducible factors with exponent up. Let 
a a 
fY:=(cpw,-WqQ pw”-w~px) - l 
aY 
Then 6’= es with e E k[x, y). Let 
A’:= k[xp, yp 9 (pp- ’ Kwp-‘l. 
It is clear that A’c A and Q(A’) = Q(A). With the notations of 1.3 let C+ be the local 
ring of Spec(k[x, y]) at a closed point P. Let o : = /i n K and let 0’ be the localization 
of A’ with respect o A’n. H. Then we have the following lemma. 
Lemma. Assume that the curve (p(P)w - I&P)~ is smooth at P. Then o’= o and o is 
regular. 
Proof. Let a=q(P), j?=t,u(P)* We have (aw,-/@J(P)*0 or (at,u_,--&)(P)#O. 
In particular a #O or p#O. Suppose a ~0. Then we may choose a regular system 
of parameters (&I) of (’ such that 
Since @‘E k[xp, yp] and rspp = t,uq~~- * - (p/a)cpp E A’ we have 
Since b is normal and Q(6) =k((&q))“=k((<,#‘)), we find that 6 = $= k[[&qP]]. 
The argument is similar if /3# 0. 3 
Corollary. Suppose I(6 ‘) = k[x, y]. Then A = A’ and A is regular. 
1.5. Lemma. (1) If p = 2, then there exists an element I+Y of k[x, y] such that 
hen there exist elements cp, w of k[x, y] such that GCD(q+ w) = 1 and 
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Proof. Let B = k[xp, yp]. Then A is a free B-module of rank p, and there exists a 
free B-basis of A containing 1 as a member. If p = 2 then A = B. 1 + B. I,U, Then 
w* E B, clearly. Suppose p = 3. Write A = Be 1 + B l q + B l Q; we may choose rl, 2-* 
so that 
rf =ao+ a2r2 and ~$=b~+b,rr, 
rl T2 = CO + cl ?1 + $72. 
Since r: E B, we have 
(a2co - 7:) + (a0 + a2cl)q + a2c2r2 = 0. 
Since a2f:0, we have c2 = 0. Similarly, cl =O. Hence a0 = b. -0. Thus we obtain 
rf =a2t2, r;=brTl and ‘I~ r2 = co, where co = a2b1. 
Write a2 = p3 and bl = ly3, where cp, t+~ E k[x, y]. Then (rl /T*)~ = (&w)~, whence 
rl /r2 = E(V)&) with e3 = 1. Then r1 = p3(72/tl) = ENDOW and r2 l E(~/v/) = ry* . (qp). 
Replacing cp by &cp, we have an expression of A as given as above. Suppose cp =~cp’ 
and w = QV’ for Q E k[x, y] - k. Yen 
v’*y/‘= (v2W3) E W A n&x3, y3, u//v) 
and (p’*w’e A. This is a contradiction because A = k[x, y] fM(x3, y3, I+@). Cl 
If p ~3, A is not necessarily a simple extension of k[9, yp] as is shown by the 
following example: Let f(x) E k[~] be a non-constant polynomial without square 
factors. Let (9 =f(x) and v/ = yf(x) + 1. Then 
A : = k[x, y] f-l k(xp, yp, w/p) = k[xp, yp, cop- ’ w, (pwp- ’ 1 
by 1.4. In fact, 
d=S'=f2(x) $--f’(x) $ . 
On the other hand, if A = k[xp, yp,g] for some g E k[x, y], then 
c&.!!z a a!? a -_-- 
ay a~ ax ay 
with c E k*, 
and this is clearly impossible. 
1.6. Let 6 be the derivation as given in 1.1, and let A = k[x, yls. Then the divisor 
class group Cl(A) of A is identified with the set b, of all logarithmic differentials 
df/f such that 6f/f~ k[x, y], where f~ k(x, y) (cf. Samuel [ 111). Then, identified 
with a subset of k[x, y], L is an abelian subgroup of k[x, y], each of whose elements 
is killed by p. On the other hand, we have 6P= ~6 with aE k(x, y). Since P is a 
derivation of k[x,y] such that S p = 0 on A, we know by definition of 6 that 
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a E k[x, y] . Moreover, it is known (cf. Samuel [ 1 I], Seshadri [lo]) that, for 
h E k[x, y], h E L if and only if (P ’ + F- a)h = 0, where Fh = hp. We have the 
following: 
Lemma. (1) Cl(A) is a finite direct sum of cyclic grc.taps of order p. 
(2) Write 6 = fi (6/6x) - f&Vay). Let e = max(deg,, ,, f 1, degx, ,, fz), where degX, Y 
stands for the total degree with respect to x and y. Then the order (Cl(A)1 of the 
group Cl(A) is bounded by pete + ‘)‘2. 
Proof. Suppose we have (P- * + F- a)h = 0 for h E k[x, y]. Let dl = degx,y a and 
d = degx, _,, h. Then 
pd = deg. # P-lh-ah)rmax(d+(p- l)(~- l),d,+d) 
=d+(p- l)(e-- 0, 
the last step being justified by the observation that ap- ‘(fI) =Sp(x) =aS(x) =af, 
and similarly ap- ’ (f2) = af2. 
Hence d 5 Q - 1, and if V is the k-vector space of all polynomials of total degree 
5~ - 1, then L c V’. Note that L is a IFp -vector space, where lFp is the prime field of 
characteristic p. We shall show that if {h,, e.. , h,) is a set of lFp-linearly in- 
dependent elements of L, then {ill, . . . , h,,} is k-linearly independent. Suppose we 
have a non-trivial relation 
L,h, + l .a +i,,,h,=O with AiEk. 
Let (o,, . . . . U, } be a basis of the ffp-vector subspace of k spanned by A,, . . . , A,. 
Write 
A;= i PijWj for lri<m, 
J=l 
and set 
nr 
vi= C puhi for l~jsn. 
1-I 
Then we have 
QQVI + *-•+LU,V,=O with WjEkm 
Note that v, E L. Hence we have 
=- 
c 
Wj V/v 
J 
wher ,ce 
1 P WI VI +~**+W~~Pv,=O. 
C WjVffQCWjVj 
i J 
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Similarly, we have 
of-lu, + l m* +w,P-‘u,=O for Or&n- 1. 
Let A’ be the determinant of the (n x @-matrix whose (i, j)-entry is w,P-‘, where 
Osirn- 1 and lsjrn. Note that (A’)pn-‘=(-l)n(n-*)‘2A, whe e A is the deter- 
minant of the (n x n)-matrix 
It is not hard to show that 
A’- I=(- 1)” fl (E~uI + *=a +E,,cu,) (mod p), 
(El. . . .&“I 
where (et, l . . , En) ranges over all elements of (IF,)” - (0, . . . , 0). By definition of 
1 9 , . . . , co,), A, and hence A’, ic non-zero. This implies that o1 = . . . = 0 R =O. Since 
p,+ lFp, and since {II,, . . . . h,} is linearly independefit over lFP, we know that p’r/ = 0 
for every pair (i, j). Hence Al = l 0. = A,, = 0. This is a contradiction. Thus we have 
shown that L is a sublattice of the k-vector space V. Then the stated assertions 
follow immediately from this fact. 13 
1.7. Let A = k[x, y]‘, where 6 =f,(Xk) - fi(S3y) is as in 1.1. We then have: 
Lemma. Assume that A is a polynomial ring over k. Then there exist elements c, 4 
of k[x, y] such that k[r, q] = k[x, y] ad 
i3X aY - =cf,, - =-cfi with cEk*, 
all arl 
Proof. By 1.2 there exist {, q such that k[[,o] = k[x, y] and A = k[&qp]. Then 
A = k[x, y]“’ with 6’= (a/aq). Since I(&) = k[[, 01, we have a’= ~6, as observed in 
1.1. By the chain rule 
a dxa aY a -- 
iLj=i&ii+a~ay 
and our result follows by comparing coefficknts. II 
2. egulsr, factorial st gs 
. . Let y”, (xPyP + 
and A is not a polynomial ring over k. 
Then A is regular, factorial, 
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Proof. Let 6 : = yP(Wax) - (xPyp + l)(W$v). Then A - k[x, y]“. Since 1((a) = k[x? y], 
A is regular by virtue of Lemma 1.3. Suppose A is a polynomial ring over k. By 
Lemma 1.7, there exist <, q E k.[x, y] such that k[x, y] = k[& ~1 and 
aY - =e(xpyp+ 1) with c~k*, 
all 
which is clearly impossible. (L.ook at deg<,, x and degt,q y.) In order to show the 
factoriality of A, note that the differential operators yp(a/ax) and (xpyp + l)(My) 
commute with each other. Hence we have 6 p = 0. Thus we have only to check that 
the equation 
ap- ‘/p+-hP=Q 
9 hM%Yl, (2) 
implies h = 0. “This consists of the following three steps. 
(1) Note 
by at most 
that R raises total degree by at most 247 - 1, and x-degree and y-degree 
p. lt follows readily that any h satisfying (2) has 
deg http- 1 (deg=deg,,), 
dcg, hsp and deg! hrp. 
(I I) Write tr = Lp_ o a,y’, where ai E k[x]. Then SP-‘h has a unique term of 
(formal) y-degree p’ given by 
a P-1 
( ) YP G 7 dp- bp (UpYP)=_VP' F ’ 
Hence (a IJ ‘~r,/W’ ’ ) = - (a$‘, which implies aI, = 0. 
(Ill) Write h= zy_, bix’, where bi E k[y]. By the steps (I) and (II), we have 
deg b, sp - 1. Now the terms of x-degree congruent o zero modulo p in dp- ‘h are 
given by 
-(xPyP+ 1) 2 
P- 1 ap-'b 
aY 
(bpxp)=(xpyp+ l)p-‘xp -’ ayp- 1 
and 
p- 1‘ ( K i -(XV + 1) i _cy-l-i(yP _!J(biX’) 
=(_l)P-‘-1 p -1 ( ) i!(xPy"+ 1)P-l-iyPi 
ap-‘-‘b. 
i .,-I-: 
or OSisp- 1. 
arison with hp = 7’ u, _. brF gives the following relations: 
# lb0 
h; = qx, _____- 
ap - ?ijl 
av I + %I -- ayp-2 “+ 
. ..+aop_.6,_,yP’“--1), 
4 
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bf= q,~..,, ~yP+...+a,p_2%yPfP2) 
Y aY 
yp 
aP-'b P 
+A - aup-’ 9 (4) 
: 
aP-'b F2bl 
o +ail ‘- 
ay- 1 ;?vp_2 Yp+ “’ +aip- 1 -i 
aibp-l-i yp(p-l-i) 
ayi ypi 
+Pi 
aP-‘b p yP’i- 1) 
ayp-l 3 tRi) . 
aP-2bl 
saP-2l ayp-2 - yp 
ap- lbP p(p-3) ydp-2)+8p_2 - 
ijyP-l y ’ 
aP-‘b ap-‘b 
(Rp-2) 
b;pP_ 1 = ap_ lo --_.__2 yP(P-l~,_~p_l ayp- 1 
p yP(P-2) 
ayp-* 9 (Rp- 1) 
b,p p ap-‘bp 
P - = P aup- Y 
p(p- ) 
9 
where the aii and the pi are in IF;. It follows from (R,) that (ape’bp/ayp- ‘) is a 
p-th power, hence it is a constant. We find by induction on i using the relation 
(R,+ ,) that (i3P-1-ibi/ayp--1-i) is a p-th power, hence a constant. Therefore 
deg b,Sp- 1 -i for OS&p- 1. Now (Rp_ 1) shows: Since lip_ 1 is a constant, 
bp-,=o, ap-‘b o=O and ap-‘b ayp-l 
P=O. 
ayp-l 
Hence bp = 0 by (R,). By induction on i, and by using the relation (R,& we have: 
b p-i=0 and 
aP-I-$. 
.’ =0 for Ilisp. ayp-I--l 
This implies that h =O. Therefore, A is factorial. 0 
2.2. By a similar argument one shows the following: 
Lemma. Let A =k[xp, yp, f2(yp)x+fl(yp)y], where fi(yp), f2(yP)Ek[yPl and 
GCD(JI, f2) = 1. Write 
f2(yp)=c fi (yP+a4)clj 
i= I 
where c, ai E k, c + 0, ai +- ai if i + j, and pi is a positive integer. Then A is regular, 
and the divisor class group Cl(A) has ( - fi( yp)/( y + Ui) 1 1~ i 5 r > as a Fp-linearly 
independent basis. Hence 1 Cl(A) I= p'. 
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2.3. Remark. Assume that p = 2 and write 
A =k[.t2,y2,CI++172_v+a3xy], 
where the a, are elements of k[x2, y’]. Then we have 
and S’ = a36. Since &al + cT3 y)/al + a3y = u3, we have Cl(A) # 0 provided u3 f 0. 
For arbitrary characteristic p< 0 write Sp = 0~3 with a E k[x, y]. Then 6(a) = 0, 
whence aE A. If p> 2, C&l) = 0 is possible even if a#O. An example (which was 
pointed out to us by R. Canong) is given by 
A =k[xP,y~,2+ y2p-'1. 
An interesting, though vague, problem is to find out what kind of (geometric) rela- 
tions exist between Cl(A) and the coefficients fi, f2 of 6 when 6 is written in the 
form (1) of 1.1. 
2.4. Let M 2 I be an integer, X= Spec k[u, U] = Ai and 
fp” : x-+x 
the morphism given by 
Let 
@,:k[u,v]-+k[u,v], UW”, v-v. 
n,: X,-+X, i= I ,..., n, 
be obtained by blowing up successively i points infinitely near to Q = (0,O) on the 
line v = 0 and denote by Et, . . . , Ei the exceptional curves on X,. 
Lemma. Consider the commutative diagram of rational maps 
x--y-x 
n 
(i) @, is a morphism. 
(ii) Qi,, maps E,, . . . , E, _ 1 to q, the point of intersection of El with the proper 
Iriznsform of the line u = 0. Qn indlrces an integral morphism from 
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2.5. Lemma. Let CC X= At be an irreducible curve such that Q = (0,O) is a simple 
point of C. Let 
S=X1-C’, 
where C’ is the proper transform of C on X1. Then: 
(i) S is a non-singular, rational affine surface whose coordinate ring is factorial. 
(ii) S= Ai if and only if C is a coordinate line in X, i.e. if and only if there exist 
u’, 0’~ k[u, U] such that k[u’, 0’1 = k[u, v] and C has equation u’= 0. 
Proof. S is completed by C’ and L, the line at infinity of Ai (embedded in [Pf in 
the usual way). Since QE C, an easy application of Nakai’s criterion shows that 
C'U L supports an ample divisor. Hence S is affine. Clearly S is rational and non- 
singular. Since Pit X = 0, Pit X1 is generated by A??,. Moreover, since Q is simple on 
C, C’+E,=O in PicX,. Hence PicS=O. 
Clearly S- Ai if C is a coordinate line in X. Suppose, conversely, that S- Af . 
Clearly El n S= A:, the affine line over k, and it follows from Remark 3.4 of [13] 
that we can write S = Spec k[s, A y such that X=Spec k[u’, 0’1 with u’=s and v’=st. 
Then clearly u’= 0 is an equaGon for C. Cl 
Remark. In 2.4 ana ?.,C no assumption on char(k) is needed. 
2.6. We preserve the notation of 2.4 and 2.5. 
Theorem. Let D be a coordinate line in X= Spec k[u, v] with equation w = 0. Let 
Q = (0,O) E X. Assume that 
(0 w(Q)=& 
(ii) @w/au)(Q) #0 (i.e. D is not tangent to the line v = 0 at Q), 
(iii) the image C of D under cpP is not a coordinate line in X. 
Let D’ be the proper transform of D on XP and C’ the proper transform of C on 
X1. Then @r induces a purely inseparable iniegral morphism of degree p 
T-6 
where 
T=X,-(E,lJ4JE,_,UD')=A; 
and 
s=x1 -C’ 
is a rational, non-singular, affine surface such that Pit S = 0 and S + Ai.. 
roof. By (i) and (ii) we have w = au +pv + (terms of order 12) with a z 0. It 
follows that the equation w’ of C (given by wp ‘n k[uP, v]) is of the form w’r= CY% + 
ppvp + (terms of order 22). So Q = (0,O) is a simple point of C and the line u = 0 
is tangent to C at Q. It is now clear from Lemma 2.4 that @$, maps T to S. (Note 
that &l(C) = D!) Diagram 1 illustrates this situation. 
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@P 
4 U 
K 4 C’ 
I \ 
1 u 
Diagram 1. 
Now T- A” by repeated application of the if part of 2.5 (ii), and S has all stated 
properties t)y 2.5. Z 
Corottary. Let S = Spec A and T= Spec k[x, y]. Then 
kWYPI~A~k[x, Yl 
nd A is regular, factorial and k-rctional, but A 7t kIzl. 
Proof. Note that k(x, y) = k(u, o) and Q(A) = k(up, IJ) and that k[x, y] is integral and 
rely inseparable over A. II 
2.7. Remark. Coordinate lines in X with the properties required in Theorem 2.6 are 
In fact it is rare for a coordinate line satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) 
y (I$. QW consider in more detail the following example: 
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For simplicity we carry out all calculations in k[u, 01, noting that @Jk[u, 01) = 
k[uqv]. Put t=u+u p+ * . Then k[u, 01 =z k[w, t]. Since the curves t = 0 and o = 0 have 
(p + 1)-fold contact at Q, it follows that 
T= Spec k[x, y] 
t 
with x = w, y = 2 . 
Put <= up, q = v. Then the equation of C in k[& q] is 
w’= wp=4:+r7p+{p+! 
Hence C has a cusp of multiplicity p at Qi = (- 1,O) and clearly is not a coordinate 
line. We have S= Spec A with, by definition, 
A = {g/w’m 1 g E k[& q] with (multiplicity of g at Q) z m} . 
It follows easily that A = k[<, q,[/w’, q/w’]. We find by a straightforward 
calculation 
{=x"-y"x"" 9 rj yxp- xP+‘(l _yxP-pP+1 =x PV - , 
W’ 
r - = 1 _yPxP(P- 1) 
W’ 
9 
9 =y_x(l -y*P-‘)P+l, 
W’ 
x~=~-I-~~+~~” and yP= 
Hence 
k[xp,yP]cA =k[xp,yp,y-x(1 -yxJ’-l)p+l]ck[x,y], 
We will show below that S has logarithmic Kodaira dimension R(S) = 1. 
2.8. The following result is valid in arbitrary characteristic. 
Lemma. Let n 2 2 be an integer and CC X= Ai a curve of degree n + 1 with one 
place at infinity and a cuspidal singular point Q, of multiplicity n. Let Q be a 
simple point of C and 
S=X1-C’, 
where X1 is obtained from X by blowing up Q and C’ is the proper transform of 
C on X1. Then 
R(S)= 1. 
roof. We embed Ai in Ipt in the usual way a Id let L = IP: -- & In this proof, if 
there is no danger of confusion, we will not distinguish in notation between a curve 
in X and its closure in Ipz, or between a curve on some surface and the proper 
transform of this curve under a birational morphism. On the other hand, ‘*’ will 
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denote total transform in such a situation. 
C is a rational curve, and Qz = L nC is a simple point of C, and a point of 
(n + I)-fold contact for L and C. Let H be the tangent line to C at Q1 and E the 
exceptional curve above Q. 
The boundary of S is L UC. To produce a boundary with normal crossing we do 
the folIowing: 
(i) Blow up n + 1 points infinitely near to Qz along C and L, producing ex- 
ceptional curves Gt , . . . , G, + 1. 
(ii) Blow up QI, with exceptional fibre Ft. Then F’t and C have n-fold contract 
at a point Q;, and we blow up n points infinitely near to Q; a.long FI, and C, pro- 
ducing exceptional curves Fz, . . . , F, + 1. 
The configuration of curves is now as in Diagram 2 (the numbers in parentheses 
give self intersections). 
/ U-n) 
----------- 
Diagram 2. 
Let Y be the surface obtained from X, by these operations. The boundary of S 
on Yis 
G:=G:+-+G,*+, =G,+2G2+--+(n+l)G,+1 
an 
I--:=F,*+ . ..+F~.,=1=,+2F?+...tnF,,,. 
Then 
(1) L”=L+G, 
C*=C+EtnF, t (n+ l)F+G, 
N”=H+FtF,tF1t....~-F,,,,. 
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For the canonical divisor K of Y we find 
(4) (n+ l)K= -3C*+(n+1)(E+F;C+***+F,*+1+G~+~*~+G,*+1) 
Hence 
= -3C+ (n - 2)E - (2n - l)FI - (n + l)F+ (n - 2)G. 
(5) (n+l)(K+D)=(n_2)(@+E)+(n+ l)L 
+(n-2)G+(n+ l)(G1+*ae+G,+l). 
Now (n - l)L*- (n - l)H* and by (I), (3), (5) we have 
(6) (n+ l)(K+D)-(n_2)(C+E)+2L+(n- l)H 
-+-FI+2((n- 1)F2+ l a*+F,) 
+ nG, + .** +G, 
-. -. c. 
For any m 2 1, mU is an effective divisor and Supp(mU) has the following con- 
nected components: 
(i) CUE (if n>2), 
(3 FI 9 
(iii) LUHUF@UF,, 
(iv) G1 U l 4G,. 
Components (ii) and (iv) have negative definite intersection matrix and can only sup- 
port part of the fixed component of mu. For m ~2, the reducible exceptional curve 
of the first kind V := nH + (n - l)Fz + l l . + F, is part of m U and supported by (iii). 
Shrinking Hs F2, . . . , F,, transforms L to a non-singular rational curve L’ with 
(L2) = 0 and hence dim IL”1 = 1. We have L* =L + V, and clearly the part of mU 
supported by (iii) is of the form sL* + (fixed components) for some sz 0. One checks 
easily that C+ E- 2L”* and hence m(n + l)(K+ D) - d*+ (fixed co~rponents) with 
tZ1 for mr2. So R(S)=l. Cl 
Remark. If n = 1, then S= Ai and R(S) = - 00. 
3. Analysis of singularity 
We recall some elementary results from [5, p. 161. 
3.1. Let d be an integer such that O<d<p. 
(1) We write 
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where the b, are integer!; 22. 
(2) b,, l *a 9 b, are determined by the Euclidean algorithm 
A()=p, 111 =d, 
As= 1, As+* =o. 
(3) Note that A,, 1 =b;Ai_Aj_1 for lriss. 
We define integers po, l .- , pu,, 1 by 
Then OW,<P,+I for 1 c;iz:s and ,u,+ 1=p. (Stippose dd’= 1 modp with O<d’<p. 
Put A,‘=p5+, _ . Then A;_, = bS+I_&-~~+ ,, O&+, <& for 1 r&s, &= 1, 
1 ,:. , = 0, is the Euclidean algorithm for p and d’. In particular, p/d’= [b,, . . . , bJ) 
(4) Let CT, /I be integers. We define integers yi = ~;(a, p), i = 0, . . . , s, by 
Yo = Pa9 yj =Q-4 Yi+ I =biYi-Yi_I for l(i<s. 
By induction on i, 
y, =(rA,+& for OSils+ 1. 
(5) Suppose /3+ crd=O mod p. Then yi(a: j?) =O mod p, and we put 
I 
v,(u,~)= -- y,(cr,p) for OSiIs+ 1. 
P 
3.2. Lemma. We keep the notation of 3.1. Let A = k[x, y] n k(xp, yp, y/xd) and 
6 = x(a/ax) + dy(aGy). Then 
( t ) A = k[x, y]$ X = Spec A has an isolated singular point P defined by x = y = 0 
and X - ( P) is non-singular. 
(2) The monomials xBya with /I+ dew= 0 (mod p) are a k-basis for A. Moreover 
A = k[xp,xp.-dev, . . . ,x’ly*, . . . , yp] 
where for 0 s t I p we write 
dt=q,p-r, with qrr 1 and Orr,<p. 
(3) The minimal resolution of singularity at P has the following dual graph of 
e_Yceptional curves: 
-“_L_e-. . . -- 6, -4 0 
6 E, Es 
Here ’ ’ .~ta~ds for a non-singular rational curve. Hence the singularity at P is 
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The proper transform of the curve on X defined by yp = 0 (resp. xp = 0) meets 
transversally the curve El (resp. ES) and does not meet any other Ei. 
Proof. (1) This assertion was verified in a more general context in 1.3. 
(2) We have S<xsv”)= (j?+dcr)xSya. This proves the first part of (2). Suppose 
b+da=np. Write a=pl+t with Ost<p. Then /?=np-dcx=p(n-dl-qt)+r, 
with qt,r, as above and n -dl-q,=O. This proves the second part of (2). 
(3) We follow the arguments of Fujiki [l] and Hirzebruch (5). Consider arational 
variety x which is a union of (s+ 1) copies of the affine plane A$ patched together 
by the following data: 
where 
X=(j Wi, Wi = SpeC(k[Ui, Vi]) s Ai, 
i=O 
Ui= l/Vi_ 1 and Vi =(Vi_ I)biUi_ 1 for 1 r&s. 
uo “0 ry . . . / 
/ 
U1 "1 
\ 
Then, setting 
240 = xp, 00 = y/xd, 
(*) 
i**) 
we have a birational map 
71: x-+x. 
If p+ da= 0 (modp), we find, using (*), (**), and 3.1 (4), that 
~Byc”q&$+*.. =ur’+‘or’=... =u~“o;. (*a*) 
with vi =\ri(a,p) for Or&s as in 3.1 (5). Moreover Viz0 by 3.1 (3) and 3.1 (4). By 
(2), A C k[Ui, Vi] for i = 0, . . . , s, and hence it is a morphism. Define the cuxve Ei, 
lG(s, on x by 
U;__l=Q on Wi_* and ui = 0 on Wim 
It is easily verified that C’(P)=E,U-UE, and that x-n-‘(P)=X-(P}. 
Moreover, (Ei)’ = -bi by (*). The proper transform on % of the curve on X 
defined by y p =0 (resp. xp = 0) is defined by v. = 0 on W. (resp. u, = 0 on W,). We 
have now verified all assertions of (3). Cl 
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3.3. Remarks. ( 1) Let n I : A: = Spec(k[x, y])-+X be the canonical finite morphism 
induced by the inclusion .A C k[x, y]. Then the rational map T: = 71-l nl : A: +$ is 
iven by 
T : @, y) w <x”fy-Pi, x-h t Iycli+ I ) 
(2) The way of obtaining the minimal resolution of singularity at P and the dual 
graph of exceptional curves are the same as those for the quotient singularity of type 
(p, d) in characteristic 0. Namely, let G be the group of p-th roots of unity in the 
complex number field 43, and let G act on the affine plane At = Spec(Q=[x, y]) by 
Let X be the quotient variety AC/G and let P be the point of X dominated by the 
point (s= 0, y = 0). Then the minimal resolution of singularity at P and its dual 
graph are the same as those given in the above lemma. We will say, therefore, that 
Spec A has a ‘quotient’ singularity of type (p,clI) at P. 
3.4. Let V be a non-singular surface defined ovler k, let K be a purely inseparable 
extension of k( V) of degree p and let S be the normalization of V in K. Let C1, CZ 
be closed curves on V meeting transversally at Q E V. Suppose there exist 2’1 element 
‘it*, EK such that K = k( V)( w, ) and wf = ub’u% in ‘$, EV, where u = 0 and v = 0 are 
local equations for CZ and C, respectively, a’, b’ are integers and 5 E 66, V. Note that 
(KU) is a regular sysitrim of parameters of V at Q. We write a’ =qlp+ a, 
h.=q2p+h with O<a,h<p and put w=u’~zP:U-~~. Then 
d = d(a, b) 
be the integer defined by 
O<d<p and 
(Note that d(a, b)d(b, a) ~5 1 
;tk e the following: 
b+ad=O (modp). 
(modp).) Let P be the point of S lying above Q. Then 
3.5. Lemma. ( 1) S has a quotient singularity of type (p, d) at P. 
(2) Let s be the normal sur$we obtained from S by resolving minimally the 
~~t?~li~arir~ of S al P anIl’ let 
hism. let c, , c2 be the xt theoretic proper inverse images on 
t (i. e. the closwes in s y,’ inverse images by CT of dense open 
be rntegers. Then with the notations of Lemma 3.2, 
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with yi = yi(a, /I) as in 3.1 (4). In particular 
a*(aC, + bCz) =p(aC, + v1 El + l *. + v,E1 + b&) 
with vi = vi(a, b) as in 3.1 (5). 
Proof. (1) Let R1 : = dQ, v = k[ [u, o]] and let R : = t$, s. Let u = xp and u = yp, and 
let R:= k[(x, y]]. Then R, = k[[xp, yp]], and R is isomorphic to the normalization of 
k[[xp, yp, Py”]] Let . 
a 
k=ax----- 
ax by 
a 
( 
a a 
-+dy-, 
Gza Xax ay ) 
Then it is clear that A) = k[[x, y]]” = k[[x, y]] Uk((xp, yp, yL6)). Hence S has a 
quotient singularity of type (p, d) at P. 
(2) In a neighbourhood of o-l(Q), a*(aC1 +&) is defined by t = uaucr = 0. It 
follows from 3.1 (4) and (*), (**) in the proof of 3.2 that 
t=UY1gYO= . . . =uYi+luYi=... +s+l@. 
0 0 i i 
The last assertion was already verified in formula (***) of the proof of 3.2. Cl 
3.6. Remark. We will use below the following weighted dual graph to represent 
a*(aC, + pC2): 
0 
w=yo 
G 
We will also use 
-b, 
r\ 
Yl 
4 
-b1 
42 - 4 
0 _. . . 0 
ys Ys+ 1 ‘PP 
4 cz 
42 -6, 
to represent a*(aCI + bC2)/p. 
3.7. Lemma. Assume that p is odd and write p = 21+ 1. With assumptions and 
raotations as in Lemma 3.5 we have: 
(1) Assumea=b. Then d=s=p-1, bl-bZ=~.~=b,=2 and v1=v2=a..=v,=a 
(Vi = Vi(LZ, b)). ALSO 
a*(C1 + C2) =& + El + ... + E2/ + c2), 
a*( C,) = E, + 2E2 -t l l l + 2/E,, -t pc2. 
(2) Assume a = p - 1 and b=/. Then d-=s=/, bl=3, bz=*.*=b1=2 and 
v1 = a** = v, =l. (Vi= Vi(Cl,b)). Moreowr 
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and the weighted ual graph of a*(C, + (I+ 1)C#p is 
-3 -2 -2 
0 . . . -0 
1 1 2 1 I+ 1 
c, 4 E2 4 c2 
Proof. Straightforward applications of 3.5. Cl 
3.8. Remark. With notations as in 1.4, assume that the curves (p = 0 and w = 0 meet 
transversally at a point P. Let P be the point of X := Spec A dominated by I? Then 
X has a quotient singularity of type (p, 1) at P. This follows immediately from 3.4 
and 3.5. 
Assume now that the curves cp = 0 and w = 9 are smooth at P and meet with order 
of contract p > 1 9 where GCD(p, p) = 1. Let p = d (mod p) with Oi dep. One might 
expect hat X has a quotient singularity of type (p, d) at the point P dominated by 
P. However, this may or may not be the case, as is shown by the following examples. 
(1) p=3, cp=y, w=(y+xy+x2) and p=(O,O). With the notations of the proof 
of 3.5, R is the normalization of 
k[[x3, Y3, Y2(Y +x?+~Nl* 
The singularity of X at P has the following resolution: 
-2 -2 -2 -2 
0 
=: c 
(2) p=3, p=y, w=y+x’ and g=(O,O). Now R is the normalization of 
and hence 
41x3* Y31Y2fY +x2)11 
R = k[[x3, y3, xy, x2y2]]. 
So X has a quotient singularity of type (3,2) at 33 and the minimal resolution is: 
7 -L -2 
3 0 
3.9. Let V and K be as in 3.4. Let C be a complete non-singular curve on I/ and 
D 1, . . . , D, curves on V such that D, meets C transversally at a point Qi on C, and 
o other point. We aIlow the case i = 0. Let a, b 1, . . . , b, be positive integers less 
than p. We assume the following: 
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For each point QE C there exists w E K and a system (u, v) of regular local 
parameters for V at Q such that K= k( V)(w), C has local equation v = 0 at Q and 
(i) if Q+Qi, i= l,...,r, then 
wp = var with UE 6$, ,,, 
(ii) if Q= Qip then u =0 is local equation for Di at Q and 
wP= ublvat with TE /j* ,Q. V* 
We will refer to this situation more briefly by saying that K ramifies nicely above 
C with ramification data (a, b 1, . . . , b,). We will call a the multiplicity of ramifica- 
tion of K over C. 
Now let S be the normalization of V in K, s the surface obtained from S by 
resolving minimally all singular points of S lying above C, and let 
a:S-+V 
be the canonical morphism. We have: 
Lemma. (1) S has a quotient singularit;) of type (p, di) with di = d(a, bi) (see 3.4) at 
the point Pi lying above {_I,, i = 1 , . . . , r, and S is non-singular at any point P lying 
above a point Q+ Qi of C. 
(2) c, the set-theoretic proper transform of C on s, is a non-singular curve 
isomorphic to C and [k(c) : k(C)] = 1. 
(3) (c2) = ((C2) - d, - 9.9 - d,)/p. 
Proof. (1) This follows from Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 1.3. 
(2) We have already seen in Lemma 3.2 that c is non-singular at the point Qi 
lying above Qi. Let P be the point of S lying above a point Q# Qi of C. Since 
K = k(V)(w) with wJ’ = vat at Q, there exists t E tipss such that dP,s = k[(u, t]] with 
w=t” and v=tP?a. Thus (? is defined by t =O at P and c is smooth at P. 
Moreover, c is ramified of index p over C and hence [k(e) : k(C)] = 1. In par- 
ticular, c is isomorphic with C. 
(3) We consider CT = (o*(aC+ 6, D1 + .+* + b,D,) e C?). By the projection formula 
cr=a(C’)+b,+=**+b,. 
By Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.2 (3), 
where Vi1 = Vl(a, bi)=(bi + adi)/p. Solving for (C2) we establish (3). 0 
3.1 . Suppose Q is a point on a curve C in V with 1 1 parameters as in 
3.9 f of the lemma that U, t]J with ta = up, 
whex-e P is the point of S is a curve on V 
such that I spsa, where ,U is the multiplicity of D at Q, and if D is not tangent 
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to C at Q, then D does not ramify in A/. Moreover, if p = 1, then D, the set-theoretic 
proper inverse image of D, is non-singular at P. 
3.11. Lemms. Suppose K ralpaifies nicely over C with data (a, bl, . . . , b,). Put 
a== -(C’) and y= -(c2). 
(1) Suppose r= 0. Then a = 0 (mod p). Moreover y = a/p. 
(2) Suppose r = 1. Then b, = aa (mod p). Moreover y = [a/p] -I- 1. (Note that 
a$0 (modp).) 
(3) Suppose r=2 and a=a’modp with Osa’r2 and a’<p. Then one of the 
folio wing holds: 
(i) a’ = 0, b, + b2 = p. Moreover, y = (a/p) + f . 
(ii) 4x‘=- 1, bl + b2 = a mod p. Moreover, y = [a/p] + 1. 
(iii) a’ = 2, b, + b2= 2a rnrJd p, bl # b2. Moreover, y = [a/p] + 1. 
(iv) cd’= 2, b, + bz = a. Moreover, y = [a/p] + 2. 
Pmof. We have py = a + dl + l .a + d, by 3.9 (3). With r= 0 we find (1). Suppose 
r = 1. We have 6, + ad, =O (modp) with O<d, <p. Hence (2) holds. Suppose the 
assumptions of (3) hold. We have 
with O<d, +d+2p-2. 
If OSU’&, d,+d?+u’=p. Moreover -bl-b2+a’a=Omodp. If a’=2<p, then 
-h, - h, + 2a= 0 (mod p) and either dl + d1 + 2 =p and hence dl #d2 (since p is 
odd) and b, #b,, or dl + dz + 2 = 2p and hence dl =d2 =p - 1. Since then 
11, + (p - l)u=-0 (modp) we find bl =a= bz. This establishes (3). q 
3.12. Let C’ and K be as in 3.4. Asssume p = 2f+ 1 and let Ci, . . . , C, be complete, 
non-singular, rational curves on V such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) (C,)‘= -2 for 2sirf- 1 and Ci meets Ci+ I transversally in one point, 
i=l , . . ..I- 1: 
(ii b K ramifies nicely over C 1, . . . , C,_ l with multiplicities 2, . . . , I- 1, that is, if 
_1 and&=Ci+1 fori=2,...,/-1, thenC,D,,&satisfythe 
ptions of 3.9 with data (i, i- l,i+ 1). 
ely over C, and C/ with certain data (1,2, b2, . . . , b,) and 
f V in K and s the surface obtained from S by resolv- 
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ing minimally the singular points of S lying above Cr U l *’ U C, and let ct : s”+ V be 
the canonical morphism. Let ci be the set-theoretic proper inverse image of Ci on 
g. We assume 
(iv) The ramification data in (iii) are such that ((?f) = - 1 = (c/). 
We now have: 
Lemma. (1) (Cf)=-1, 15&I. 
(2) The curves of cl U o- ’ (C2 U 9.. U Cl- 1 ) U cl can be contracted algebraically to 
a non-singular point. 
Proof. (1) By 3.9 and 3.11, ci is an exceptional curve of the first kind for 
i=l 1. 9 .‘.S 
(2) For the remainder of this proof only let k stand for an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic 8. Consider A = k[<, q, c] with Cp = r2 + qp and let X= Spec A. 
X has an isolated singular point at P= (0, 0,O). We calculate the minimal resolution 
of P in two ways: 
(I) We have {2=[p-~p=II/2..- lp, where the li are distinct linear forms. Let W 
be obtained by blowing up the origin in Spec k[u, c] and T the normalization of W 
in K:= Q(A). Then K ramifies with multiplicity 1 over the exceptional curve E and 
the proper transform Di of the curve li = 0, i = 1, . . . , p. Hence T has a quotient 
singularity of type (2,1) at the point lying above Qi = EnDi, i= 1, . . . , p. By 3.2 and 
3.9 (that these results applying our new context is clear, and well known), the 
minimal resolution of P has the following dual graph: 
(II) We consider the curve F in Spec k[& q] with equation c2 + rjp = 0. Let W be 
obtained by blowing up 1 -t 1 
F and let C;,...,C;+, be 
configuration: 
,Y 
c’ /’ 
\ 
c; 
f/ \ 
points infinitely near to the origin in Spec k[{, ~1 along 
the exceptional curves. We obtain the following 
. . . A G G+ i 
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We have (C,‘2)=-2, i= I,...,/, and (C,&)= - 1. Moreover, K ramifies over F with 
m&iplicity 1, over C,f with multiplicity 2i for 15 is I and does not ramify over 
C;+ 1. Let T be the normalization of W in K and r the surface obtained by 
minimally resolving the singularities of S above Qi = C’;f7 Cj’+ 1, i = 1, . . . ,1. Let 
T: % W be the canonical map. At PI above Q,, S has a quotient singularity of 
type (p, 1). Moreover, o := q’+‘/<, u’:=&‘q’ and u := u’+ u are local equations for 
C;, C;+ 1 and F respectively. By 3.2 there is a unique curve E above P1 in the 
minimal resolution of P, and (E’)= -p. Moreover, E is defined by uo=O in 
Spec k[u,, uo], where u. = xp, v. = y/x with x = u”P, y= v*‘~ (see the proof of 3.2). 
Now u’=u-v=u,(l-v:), and hence T*(C;,~)=E+E~-+E~, where the Ei are 
disjoint, non-singular ational curves (given by the factors of 1 - v{ = 0) that meet 
E transversally in one point. By the projection formula, (Ef)= -2. Hence 
T ‘(C’; U l U C;+ I) has the following dual graph: 
d 
E 
E, -2 0 
h 
0 -2E, i (**I I 
I 
/ 
/ 
/ / 
/- / 
-2 
Ez 
Here 3 stands for the dual graph of r-*(C;U-UC;_ l)Ut$‘. For i= 1, . . ..I- 1, T 
has a quotient singularity of type (p, dj) at Pi above Qj with O<dj <p, 2(i + 1) + 
Zid, =O (modp), or equivalently, (i+ 1) + id, s C) (mod p). By 3.11, (cf ) = - 1 = 
(c,?. Hence J is also the dual graph of P,iJa-*(CzUo..UC,_l)V~, as in the 
statement of the lemma. Since (**) is a resolution of P in X, comparison of (*) and 
(**I shows that d’ is the dual graph of a (reducible) exceptional curve of the first 
kind. I’ 
The last sentence in the above proof gives the following corollary.. 
Corollary. Shrinking the curves of c, U 6 ’ ( Cz U . . . U Cl _ 1 ) U z(I produces a 
of selfintersection - 1 exactldv i times at the right end of the configuration. 
curve 
Example. The dual graph of 6, U a-‘(C$U a-- UC,_ 1) U l?, is given below for 
\aIucs of p. 
(1) p=5: 
a few 
-1 -2 -3 -1 
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-1 -2 -2 -3 -1 -4 -2 -1 
0 h n rr r\ e 3 
Cl G G 
-1 -2 -2 -2 -2 -3 -1 -3 -4 
- c\ h r% h 
cl G 
-1 -2 -2 -3 -2 -1 -6 -2 -1 
0 h h - II. fi n r\ h_ 
z;s C5 G 
Remark. The reader is invited to formulate generalizations of the lemma derived 
from curves 2” = x’ + y”, (r, n) = 1. 
3.13. Lemma. Let p = 21+ 1 be an odd prime. let X: = Spec k[<, q] = Ai and let 
K = k(X)(c) with 
Let S be the normalization of X in K and g the surface obtained by minimal/y 
resolving the isolated singularity of S at the point P above the point Q = (0, 0) of X. 
Let o : s+X be the canonical morphism. Let H be the curve in X defined by (= 0. 
Then a*(H) has the following weighted dual graph: 
(i) p=3: 
-2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 
-2 
(ii) p=4n+ 1, l=2n: 
-n-l -2 -3 
P-0 .!J 2 0 I+ 1 0 I 6 . ...-6 
I;i 
n-1 
(iii) p = 4 + 3, I = 2n + 1, n Z 1: 
-n-2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 __2 -3 
C 1 I- 
c7 
n- 1 
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Here fl, the set-theoretic proper transform of H, is a non-singular rational curve, 
each circle except the one representing I? stands for a complete, non-singular 
rational curve and the symbol D indicates contact of order 2 in one point. 
Proof. Let V be the surface obtained by blowing up I+ 3 points infinitely near to 
Q E X along the curve C defined by q2 + cp+2 in X. Let D,, . . . , Dl+3 be the ex- 
ceptional curves, labelled in their order of appearance. On V we have the following 
configuration, where numbers in parentheses give selfintersections: 
:“,q$ bW+, ‘7+ (-3) 
Moreover, K ramifies nicely over Dt , . . . , D,, 3, C with the following multiplicities: 
2i over D,,i= l,...,/; I on D,+l and C; 2 on DI+2; 4 on D/+3 (1 if p=3). Also, K 
does not ramify over H (see 3. IO). The lemma is proved by resolving the singularities 
of the normalization of V in K, by computing the (total) inverse image of 
H+ D, +..e + D/+, + 20,. 3 (which is the total transform of H on V) and by shrink- 
ing any exceptional curves of the first kind that appear. We leave the (somewhat 
longish) details to the reader, noting only that in case (ii) d := d(4,l) = n and 
p/d= [ZJ, . . ..L $1 (n - 1 2’s), whereas in case (iii), d := d(4,l) = 3n + 2 and p/d = 
(2,2,3 ’ ‘1 (n - 1 2’s), and that D,‘J(inverse image of D,, 1 U - U Dl) is an _,ti ,..., L 
exceptional curve of the first kind by Lemma 3.12. 
4. On the surface I#’ = (upop + 1)~ + up+ * with p> 2 
4.1. Throughout this section, we assume that p=z 21+ 1. Let 
A := k[_P* _YP, (xPyP+ l)x+YP+ ‘I. 
en A’ : = Spec(A) is isomorpi?ic to a hypersurface in Ai := Spec(k[u, U, w]) defined 
Our aim is to prove the following theorem. 
is a regular, factorial., irrational k-algebra such that 
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By virtue of Lemma 1.3 and Theorem 2.1, A is a regular, factor,al k-algebra 
such that k[x4 yP] CA c k[x, y]. Thus, we have only to show the irrationality of A 
4,2. Cover the surface IP: x IPi by four affine planes Ui (05 ir 3): 
UO = Sped04 VI), WI = Spec(k[x, 4), 
Uz = Spec(Hu, ~1)~ u;! = Spec(& Ylh 
where x = l/u and y = 1 /v. Define affine surfaces Xi (0 zz is 3) as follows: 
X0 = Spec k[u, 0, wo]/(wOp - {(u%p+ 1)~ + VP+ * }I, 
X,=Speck[x,v,~v,]/(wf-xP-l{(vP+~P)+~p+lvP+*}), 
X2 = Spec kb, y, w2]/(wZp -yp- 1 { (uP+yP)uy + I}), 
X~=Speck[x,y,w~]/(w~-~P-lyp-l{(l+XPyP)y+~~~+*}). 
These affine surfaces path together by the following data: 
u=l/x, 0=1/y, wr=x2w,, w>=y2wg, w,=x2y2wo, 
and we obtain a projective surface S. (Note that the notations slight,ly differ from 
the ones in Section 2.) Let C be the cltxure in [p: x [p: of the curve in W0 defined by 
(uPuP+ l)u+vp+‘=o, 
and let MO, Ma, Lo, L, be the curves on IP: x IPi, defined by v = 0, y =0, u =0, 
x= 0, respectively. We consider the linear pencil on IP: x IP: consisting of fibers of 
the first projection p1 : I'P; x IP: + IPi, i.e. A = lLool. We have the configuration 
shown in Diagram 3. 
Diagram 3. 
3.3. Let P:= &.,fM&. By a succession of p + 1 quadratic transformations with 
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centres infinitely near to P along the curve A& we obtain the configuration of 
Diagram 4. 
Diagram 4. 
In Diagram 4, K := k(S) ramifies over A&, , Ao, . . . , A,, L, with mutliplicities 
p - 1 and over C with multiplicity 1 (cf. 3.9), though there are several more curves 
connecting to L, over which M ramifies. Here, as later, we use, if there is no 
danger of confusion, the same symbol to denote a curve and the proper transform 
of the curve under a birational morphism. 
4.4. Next we look at the surface XI. Let Q : = Monk,. Introduce 9’ and w’ by 
q = XW’ and o =xu’. Then we have 
U’V,_YC - 1 {(v’+ l)p+xp+2u~p+1} 
=_p(IP+p2(t- 1y+‘), 
where I = II’+ 1. Set I =sf’ and w’=xw”. Then we have 
M’ “/I - _ x” 1 {t’p+x2(xt- l)p+‘j. 
Introduce ~7” + ‘) and x(‘) inductively by setting w(“+ ‘) = t’w(i’2) and xti- ‘) = t’x(‘), 
iyhe\re \+P(~) = I%“‘, x’*) = x and 1 I i,c 1. Then we have 
(w!‘+?‘)P=(t~)i(_~~1))P-l{trp-?1+(X(i))2(X(i)f’;+1_ l)P+lj. 
L e( ; = 1.5’(’ l “, < =x1 and T = t’. Then we have 
-G*‘<fJ 5 I{,+<Q&I+L l)P+‘}, 
Lea 5 z 5;’ and T= <I-‘. Then we have 
V’P)= rq$/+<(<‘+‘*‘l+ I_ I)!‘+ I}* c 
Finally, letting <‘= <<” and T’= rr”, we have: 
<“P, Tl~I(~N+(rZIC3(Tll)!t I_ 1)““). 
e illustrated in Diagram 5. 
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Diagram 5. 
In Diagram 5, K= k(S) ramifies 
(i) over L,, Fl and F2 with multiplicity p - 1, 
(ii) over F3 and C’, with multiplicity I, 
(iii) over Cr , . . . , C,_ 1 with multiplicities 1,2, . . . , I- 1, respectively, 
(iv) over C with multiplicity 1, 
and (LL)= -2 after the quadratic transformations performed so far, including 
those in 4.3. H is the last exceptional curve to appear, and its equation is given by 
t = 0 in k[{, T”]. K ramifies with multiplicity 0 over H, and hence does not ramify 
over H by 3.10. The same is true for MO. 
4.5. Denote by V the non-singular projective surface obtained from Ipi x Ipi by the 
quadratic transformations in 4.3 and 4.4. Let S be the normalization of V in K, let 
s be the non-singular projective surface obtained by minimally resolving all singular 
points of S and let a’ : 2? + V be the canonical map. 
We denote by D the set-theoretic proper inverse image on s of a curve D on I;/. 
We note that, with the exception of H, K ramifies nicely (in the sense of 3.9) above 
the curves of Diagrams 4 and 5 (this includes the point LOnMm). Hence the resolu- 
tion above these curves can be achieved by Lemma 3.2. By 1.3, the only singular 
point of S above H- (Hfl (C,UF3)) is at the point P above the point Q = (0,l) of 
Spec k[c, t” 1. (This is not Cn H= (0, - l).) Put q = r” - 1. Equation (1) can then be 
rewritten as 
(“P = V2&* -I- y- 2&2 (1’) 
where cl and c2 are units at Q. We find by Lemma 3.13 that fi is a non-singular 
rational curve, and that c?*(H) has weighted dual graph as in 3.13, We denote by 
A the graph obtained by omitting the vertex H. 
.6. With the help of 3.7 and 3.11 it is now straightforward to prove the following: 
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Lemma. The proper set-theoretic inverse image of 
M,UA,U**~UA,UL,UF,UF,U~~UHUc~U~~=UC~ 
has the dual graph shown in Diagram 6 where 
(1) al! vertices correspond to non-singular ational curves, 
(2) A is as in 4.5 and hence contains no exceptional curves of the first kind, 
(3) d=a-‘(C~U***UC,), 
’ (4) j3 is a non-negative integer, 
(5) 25(r) stands for a graph 
-2 -2 -2 
o----------------_-~““-------o 
with r vertices, 
(6) l? arises from the re:;olution of singularity above C3 AO. 
-2 -2 -2 -2 -2 
pap- l).---7L(p- l)-L(p-- l)_-•** ” 
Al A2 
-3 -2 -2 -2 -2 
A 
ap- 1)-aP- 1) -L(p-- l)-z(p- 
Diagram 6. 
4.7. We note that the curves of d’ can be contracted to a non-singular point by 3.12. 
We can also contract & and all components of X(,- 1) between & and c. Let IV 
be the non-singular projective surface obtained by perr’orming these contractions 
and let o : W- + V be the canonical rational map factoring 0. ‘tie will use the same 
letter to denote a divisor on s and its transform on k We note that Diagram 6 
remains unchanged, except that the part beginning with C? has to be replaced by 
Diagram 7. 
-2 
& 
d 
-a 
A 
Diagram 7. 
ere cr[ ir a non-negative integer. 
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4.8. Let A be the proper transform of A by 0 and let r, be the member of /1’ cor- 
responding to the member L, of A. 
Lemma. (1) A general member of A is an irreducible rational curve with 
arithmetic genus p,(T) =p(p - 1)/2. 
(2) A has a unique cuspidal singular point of multiplicity sequence (p, 1, . ..) 
which lies on thle curve iI&, i.e. A&, is the locus of moving singular points of A. 
(3) tim is a cross-section f A. 
Proof. Let L be a general member of A such that r is the set-theoretic proper 
inverse image of L,, It is clear by the projection formula that (&, l r) = 1. Hence 
tie is a cross-section of A. 
.+ 
Now, the equation of the curve r-‘n?,nr (in &C W) is given by 
w~=(u%P+ l)u+vp+‘, 
where u takes a fixed value in k. Then it is clear that the singular point is (v=O, 
wo=u i’p), which is a cuspidal singular point of multiplicity sequence (p, 1, . . .). 
Hence p,(T) =p(p - 1)/2. Cl 
4.9. Denote the components of C(p- 1) in between A&, and A0 by & . . . , tp_ 1 
(from &&, towards A,); denote similarly the components in between Ai and A;, 1 
(Or&p, Ap+ 1 :=&J by a,,, . . . . A,__, and the components in between F” and 
F;+l (i=O,l, FO:=AZ~) by Fi~,ee.,F’ip_le 
Lemma. We have 
Proof. Note that the member of the proper transform of A on V corresponding to 
L, has the form 
i A,+L,+F,+F2+(/+ ljF,+pH+ C iCi. 
1-O r-l 
Then we obtain our result by applying Lemmas 3.5 and 3.7. E 
Corollary. (Z7’) = -3 on W. 
. Diagram 8 is a part of the weighted dual graph of J-‘,‘,, showing all curves 
meeting EE 
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Diagram 8. 
(In the diagram, Di is the left-most curve in d. See 3.13.) Since (& &J=O, 
cr=3. L: 
Cwolla~. Shrinking the curves of c, U a-‘(QJ l UC,,_ ,)U c,, of Lemma 3.12 
produces a curve of selfintersection - 1 exactly p- 2 times at the left end of the 
configuration. 
Yvt~of. We have (HZ) = -2 on the surface obtained from V by blowing up the 
poynt Q (see 4.3, and it follows from the projection formula (and the proof of 3.13) 
th:,t (Hz)= -2p on the xirface that is obtained from s by quadratic transforma- 
:~CAS that insert the configuration in question between H and d,. If y is the 
number of times the centre of one of these transformations is on fl, we have 
-‘L-2/-.9= . -2p by virtue of 4.7 and the corollary to 3.12. ‘EJ 
4.10. Lemma. The canonical divisor Kit. is linearly equivalent to 
~+~-22)(p+1), p,=(j+l)S for lrj9--1, 
/3=(p+2)(p-2), CYi=(p+ l)&ip(p-2) for OS&p, 
a,,=(p+ l)&(ip+j)(p-2) for Orilp and lrj<p-1; 
yo=(p+ l)&p(p+ l)(p-2)=& 
;11,,=&j(p-2) for lrjsp- 1, 
y1 =p-2, r*,=-(j-l)(p-2) for lljSp--1, 
yz= -(p- l)(p-2), y3=-p(p-2) and E=-(p+ l)(p-2)=-d, 
and D’ is u divisor supported by the curves of A (see 4.6). 
of. Since X0 is factorial (cf. Theorem 2.1), every divisor of W is linearly 
ivalent to a divisor supported by the curves of Diagram 6 (with changes as in- 
be a generic member (defined over k(u)) of A. Then 
(7A.?, is a k(u)-rational point of r by 4.8. Hence 
ivalent to (2p,(T) - 2)(rnM-). Since (r2) = 0 and 
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p,(T) =p(p - 1)/2, we have 
(K,*r)=5=(p-2)(p+ 1). 
It is now straightforward to determine all other coefficients of KW by use of the 
adjunction formula. Cl 
4.11. Lemma. (II) Let T be the cwvc on Pi X IPL defined by x = -v on LI1 (the 
‘diagonal’ of lF$ x Ipl tangent o C at IL&n L,, see Diagram 3). Then KW is linearly 
equivalent o 
where D is an effective divisor supported by the curves of A and has the following 
weigh ted dual graph: 
(i) p = 3: as in 3.13(i), with I? omitted. 
(ii) p=4n+ B, 1=2n: 
-n-l -2 -3 -2 -2 
. . . -0 5, - 1 
where E, = (n-i)(p-2), i=O, . . ..n- 1. 
(iii) p=4n+3, 1=2n+ 1, nil: 
-n-2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -3 
where 
q=p- 1 +(i- l)(pn+ l), i= 1, . . ..S. n=1+2(pn-k l), 
&j=l+3(pn+ l), ET =2(pn+l) and ni=(n-i)(p-2), i=O,...,n- 1. 
(2) T is a non-singular ational curve, (T’) = -2, (F A&) = i = (TV H) and T 
does not meet any other of the components of KEY in (1). 
of. (1) The total transforms of A&,, Loo and T on I’ are given respectively by 
312 
Now 
and 
i = 1 
T*-L:+M: (a) 
a*( T”) - a*(L:) + a*(M:). (b) 
OVei’ I,, and M, and does not ramify over T and H. We deduce, K ramifies 
therefore, from (2) a relation 
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Mz=Ma+ i (p+ 1-i)Ai, 
i=o 
Lclb =L,+ E Ai+FI+Fz+(I+ l)Fj+pH+ i iCi, 
1=0 i=l 
T*=F,+2Fz+(p+2)F,+2(p+ l)H+ C (2i+ l)Ci. 
p(b&,+t,)- &(p+2)1?+E, (c) 
where E is supported by the curves of Diagram 6, but does not involve a=, L’-, 
and fi. We now multiply (c) by (p - 2) and substitute the result into the expression 
for Ku. given in 4.10. Note that in this expression A&, and La appear with coeffi- 
cient p( p - 2) + (p - 2) and fi appears with coefficient -(p - 2)( p + 2) + (p + 2). 
Straight forward calculations based on the results of Section 3 give the desired result. 
(2) It follows from (1) that (To A&,) = 1. Hence T is non-singular at the point of 
W above L@ M,. r meets transversally the curve et on s, and the shrinking of 
d (see 4.6 and 4.7) brings T into transversal contact with r?. The remaining asser- 
tions are now readily verified. Ll I 
Corollao. (1) \KBYi #0. 
1 if p=3, 
(2) (Ki*)= 
t 
2np-p+n ifp=4n+ 1, 
2np+n+1 if p=4n+3, nrl. 
4.12. Theorem. U’ is a minimal surface of general type. W is a minimal non- 
singular completion of 
X: = Spec k[u, u, w]/(wp - ((upup + 1)~ + up’ ’ )) 
and the logarithmic Kodaira dimension of X is R(X) = 2. 
Proof. By the above corollary and the Enriques classification of surfaces, W is a 
surface of general type. If E is an exceptional curve of the first kind on W, we have 
(F K,.) = - I< 0, hence E is one of the curves appearing in 4.1 l(1), and this is 
e remaining assertions are clear. r-- L il 
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5. On the surface w2 =(ar(U2)Dt+ 1)u+03 with p=2 
5.1. Throughout this section, the field k has characteristic 2. Let 
.?. : = k[x$ y2, (&(x2)y2 +1)x + y3], 
where 6(x2) is an element of k[g], but not of k[x4]. Let X:= Spec(A). Then X is 
isomorphic to a hypersurface in Ai := Spec (k[u, v, w]) defined by 
w2 = (a(u2)v2 + 1)u + v3 
where a(u2) = Go. We shall prove the following theorem. 
Theorem. (1) A is a regular, factorial, irrational k-algebra such that k[x2, y2] c 
ACk[x,Yl* 
(2) There exists a nonsingular projective surface W such that 
(i) X is an open set of W; 
(ii) let 2d = deg,a(g); W is a K3-surface if d = 1, and W is a surface with 
Kodaira dimension K(W) = 1 if d 12. 
(3) The logarithmic Kodaira dimension R(X) of X is 2. 
5.2. Cover the surface Ipi i( IP: by four affine planes c/i (01 ic 3), as in 4.2. Define 
affine surfaces Xi (05 ic 3) as follows: 
X, = Spec k[u, 0, wO]/(wi + (a(u2)v2 + 1)u + v3), 
X,=Speck[x,v, w,]/(w~+x{(~~(x~)v~+~)+~~+~~}), 
X2=S~eck~u,~,w~l/(w~+y{(a(u~)+y~)uy+ l}), 
&=Speck[x,y, w3]/(w~+xy{(p(x2) tX2dy2)y+X2d+1}), 
where p(x’) =x2da(x-2) and /3(O) # 0. These affine surfaces patch together by the 
following data: 
u=l/ic, 0=1/y, w,=xd+‘w(), w3=ti+ly2wfl, 
and we obtain a projective surface S. Let C be the closure in Ipi x Ipl of the curve 
in U0 defined by 
(a(u2)v2 + 1)u + v3 = 0. 
The letters M,, A& L, and A have the same meanings as in 4.2. In the following 
paragraphs, we use the same notations as in Section 4. We have the configuration 
shown in Diagram 9. 
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x P 
+-contact of order 2d + 1 
Diagram 9. 
5.3. Let P: = L, (IM, anci V the surface obtained from IFi x Ipi by a succession of 
2d + 1 quadratic transformations with centres infinitely near to P along A&,. We 
obtain the configuration of Diagram 10. 
/ 
-(2d+l) ‘~5 -1 -2 ‘-2 
. . . 
Diagram 10. 
Let S be the normalization of V in K : = Q(A) and W the surface obtained by 
resolving minimally all singular points of S. Let a : IV--+ V be the canonical 
morphism. K ramifies with multiplicity 1 above the curves of Diagram 10 and 
‘nicely’ (in the sense of 3.9) above M,, AO, A 1, _. , AZd. Hence the singular points 
of S are precisely those lying above the corner points in Diagram 10 and the point 
above Q:=M,nL,. Let A be the dual graph of a-‘(Q). By the Lemmas 3.2 and 
3.9, G ‘(,21,UAoUA,U.o*UA2dUL,) has the dual graph shown in Diagram 11. 
Here cr is a non-negative integer. 
((1. 1) 2 -2 -2 -2 _- 2 -2 -2 -2 -2 __@ 
-__ --__. -_v-- -----.-4c-J~ l *a -l_i>_ -*-,--.-.-,,,,-~---~ 
0, ii,, ’ A,, .3, A 2d I A 2d L 
-23 s, 
Diagram Il. 
e proper transform of A on W and let Tm be the member cor- 
member L, of A. 
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Lemma. (1) ,4 general member I’ of A is an irreducible rational curve with 
(2) f’ has a unique cuspidal singular point of multiplicity 2. It lies on the curve 
A&, i.e. A& is the locus of moving singular points of /1’. 
(3) A&, is a cross-section of A, and (A?:) = -(d + 1). 
(4) The quasi-elliptic fibration Q : W-, IP’ defined by A is relatively minimal. 
Proof. ,4ssertions (1) to (3) are ascertained straightforwardly. Note that members 
of /i with the exception of r, are defined on X0 by an equation 
This also shows that they are irreducible. To prove (4) it is enough to show that there 
is no exceptional curve of the first kind in the support of r,. Now Supp(T,) con- 
sists of the curves of Diagram 11 with the exception of A&,, and A contains no 
exceptional curve of the first kind by definition. So we have to show only that L, 
is not contractible. But if it were, we could shrink successively all curves in Diagram 
11 between L’-, and & (inclusive), thereby transforming B, into a curve B with 
(B2) = 0 and p,(B) = 0. Then the (transform of) Too necessarily consists of B only, 
and this contradicts p,(I’,‘,)= 
5.5. We recall the following: 
Lemma (Miyanishi [7; chap. 
1. cl 
III, Lemma 2.3.21). Let (p: W-+P’ be a relatively 
minimal quasi-elliptic fibration with a cross-section D. Let (D2) = -(d + 1). Then 
we have: 
(1) x(&)=d+ 1, and h***(W):=dimH’(W, (L+)=O. 
(2) If d = 0 then W is rational; if d = 1, then W is a K3-surface; if d > 1, then W 
is a surface with K(W) = 1. 
(3) The r-th pluri-genus of W is given by 
P,( W)=rd+ 1. 
5.6. Now, applying Lemma 5.4, we find that W is a K3-surface if d = 1 and W is 
a surface with K(W) = 1 if d> 1. The surface X is embedded into W as the complc- 
ment of A&, and Supp(f,‘,). On the other hand, since X is an affine open set of W, 
n(A&, + (I’&ed) r H for sufficiently large n where H is an ample divisor on W and 
(&& is a reduced effective divisor with Supp((T,),& = Supp&,). Since we may 
assume that P,(W) f 0, this implies that the logarithmic Kodaira dimension R(X) 
of X is 2. Therefore, we have only to prove that A is factorial, which will be done 
in the next paragraphs. 
5.7. Let TU be the generic fiber of p : IV-+ IP’, which is a complete k(u)-normal 
curve defined over k(u) having arithmetic genus 1. 
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Let Qoo.- l - Tu nn?, . This is a regular, non-smooth point of TU (it is a cuspidal 
point of multiplicity 2 over k(u”‘)). Let Q0 : = fUnfi,, , which is a @@-rational 
point of TU. It is known that there exists a k(u)-isomorphism 
which assigns a point Q of TU - {Qm} to the divisor class Q- [k(Q) : k(u)]QO 
defined over k(Q) (cf. [S; Th. 6.7.9, p. 791). Let XU:=rUnX=&-{QO}, whi& is 
a normal affine curve defined over k(u). Then the Picard group Pic(X,) is identi- 
fied with the group of k(u)-rational points of Pic~u,ktuj, hence the set of k(u)- 
rational points of rU - { Qoo} with the point Q0 corresponding to the zero element 
of Pic(X,). We shall prove the following: 
Lemma. Under the assumption that a(u2) E k[u2 J - k[u4], rU - { Qoo} has no 
k(u)-rational points except &. 
Proof. X, is an affine plane curve in Spec k(u)[o, W] tiefined by 
w2 = (a(u2)02 + 1)~ + 03, 
where Q_:=(u=O, w=u “*). Suppose XU - {Qoo} has a k(u)-rational point 
where the [, and hj are elements of k[u] such that II(u) #O, GCD& f2) = 
GCD(h,, h,) L= 1. Then we have 
[i(hf + uhi) = If h f (1, + a(u2)12u). 
bate that hf t uhf#O, hence II +a(u2)12u#0. 
Suppose h2 $ k *. Then there exists g E k[u] such that l2 =j3g2 and h2 = yg3 with p, 
y E k *. Write 
/, =a;+-a& with aO,al Ek[u]. 
Then we have 
p3g6 = (af + j?a(u’)g’ Ii,‘- 
Since GCD(I,, /?) = 1, we have II E k*. Then g divides aI. Write al = gti,. We then 
b ave 
B3gf4 =caf + /?a@*))#. 
.4 
Since a(&@ k[u’], 0, #to. Since I, = ai + g’&u E k*, this i>: a contradiction. 
Suppose h2 E k *. Then I, E k *. Since If divides h f + hf 11 and h2 E k *, we have 
(, E k *. Namely, the v-coordinate of the point Q is an element A2 of k *. Then 
because W= h, (u)/h,(u) E k(u). This is a contradiction. cl 
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5.8. By Lemma 5.7, B = k(u)[v, w] is factorial. Moreover, B = S-IA, where S is the 
multiplicative set generated by the elements u - clr, CYE k. Since these elements 
generate prime ideals in A (see Lemma 5.4) it follows that A is factorial, as is well 
known. This finishes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
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